Appendix – 2

DEVELOPMENT OF ‘A’ GRADE PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN KHANDESH REGION

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR USER

Dr. S.J.Deshmukh  Shri Patil Dinesh Vikram

Head and Research Guide  Research Fellow

Nutan Maratha College,
Jalgaon.

The information revealed in the questions will be held strictly confidential and used for research purpose.

01. Name of the Reader : ________________________________

02. Gender : Male/ Female

03. Age : ________ years.

04. Educational Qualification : ________________________________

05. Occupation : Business / Profession / Service / Farming / Retired / Any other

06. Name of the public library : ________________________________

which was used for reading ________________________________

the books : ________________________________
07. Sufficient books are : Yes / No

available in the library

08. Essential Facilities are : Yes / No

available in the library

09. What is the timing : __________________________

of the library

10. How many time you spend : __________________________

in library in a week

11. How many book reads : ___________ (Approximately)

12. What is the expectations from the Library :

a) ________________________________________________

b) ________________________________________________

c) ________________________________________________

d) ________________________________________________

Thanks you for your honest response.

Date : Signature